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Abstract—Underwater Acoustic Sensor Networks (UW-ASNs)
consist of stationary or mobile nodes such as Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), which may be classified as propellerdriven vehicles and gliders, that are equipped with a variety of
sensors for performing collaborative monitoring tasks. The missions entrusted to the AUVs in this work are critical to human life
and property, are bound by severe time and energy constraints,
and involve a high degree of inter-vehicular communication. In
this work, a task allocation framework for networked AUVs that
participate as a team to accomplish critical missions is developed.
The team formed as a result of this task allocation framework is
the subset of all deployed AUVs that is best suited to accomplish
the mission while adhering to the mission constraints. Research
specific to this area has been limited, hence a task allocation
framework for networked AUVs to accomplish critical missions
is proposed.
Index Terms—Underwater Acoustic Sensor Networks, Autonomous Vehicles, Task Allocation, Gliders.

I. I NTRODUCTION

U

NDERWATER Acoustic Sensor Networks (UW-ASNs)
consist of stationary or mobile nodes such as Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), which comprise
of Propeller Driven Vehicles (PDVs) and gliders, that are
equipped with a variety of sensors for performing collaborative monitoring tasks. UW-ASNs are envisioned for critical
missions like tsunami and seaquake warning, surveillance of
leakage in underwater oil and gas pipelines and data cables,
mine reconnaissance and submarine rescue. Failure of these
missions would pose a threat to human life and property
[20]. Missions involving safeguarding of life and property are
essential for the safety, security, and economic vitality in a
complex world characterized by uncertainty. Success of these
missions is based on reliable and timely response by the rescue
team of AUVs to an untoward situation.
The focus of this work is to develop a task allocation
framework to select in a localized manner a team of AUVs
for critical missions. The fundamental requirement in critical
missions is the ability to accomplish the required tasks with
reliability and in allotted time. The team formed as a result
of the task allocation algorithm is the optimal subset of the
deployed AUVs that can reliably and efficiently complete the
mission. If all the deployed AUVs were selected as a team, the
mission may or may not be feasible to accomplish, and even
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if it could be accomplished successfully it may be inefficient
in terms of resources. Hence, task allocation is required to
choose the best possible subset of vehicles in such as way as
to reliably accomplish the mission with high time and energy
efficiency.
Critical missions involving multiple AUVs become feasible
only if the vehicles communicate with each other effectively,
as it is not possible for a team to collaborate otherwise [15],
[22]. Communication is often the critical link on which the
success or failure of the mission depends. Missions like rescue
of a drowning nuclear powered submarine would require an
immediate response from a team of AUVs to find out the
location of drowning, to detect any leakage of radioactive
substances from it, to temporarily stop the leakage if possible,
and to continuously monitor the hazard level of the spillage
in order to asses the damage to the marine environment.
An optimal response team for such missions based on task
allocation for networked AUVs is envisaged in this work.
There are two categories of vehicles that can operate as
AUVs, Propeller Driven Vehicles (PDVs) and gliders. PDVs
are propeller driven, battery operated vehicles with high
maneuverability and variable speed. Underwater gliders are
buoyancy-driven vehicles that alternately reduce and expand
displaced volume to dive and climb through the ocean [19],
[8]. These vehicles are designed to glide from the ocean
surface to its bottom and back while taking different measurements along a sawtooth trajectory through water [11].
Underwater gliders offer a solution for exploring the ocean
with much higher resolution in space and time than is possible
with techniques reliant on ships and moorings. Gliders cannot
vary their speed substantially and are less maneuverable
as compared to PDVs. However, although PDVs are timeefficient means of ocean exploration due to their variable
speed, they have a mission length limited to a few days due to
high energy consumption. There are two distinct advantages
of speed and energy efficiency offered by PDVs and gliders,
respectively. In critical missions, in fact, PDVs may act as
primarily responders, whereas gliders may act as sentinels. As
a team the AUVs need to perform various tasks and measure
different quantities for which they are fitted with a variety of
sensors. Space, weight, energy consumption, and other design
constraints of AUVs limit the number of sensors a single
AUV can carry. Hence, in order to take full advantage of the
different design characteristics of PDVs and gliders, fitted with
a variety of sensors, we envisage the use of a heterogenous
team involving both types of vehicles.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In
Sect. II, we focus on the related work. In Sect. III, we
describe the basic model assumptions. In Sect. IV, we present
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the mission critical networking required for formation of the
optimal response team. In Sect. V, we cast the problem for
the networked AUVs. In Sect. VI, we present performance
evaluation based on the comparison of results obtained from
models developed for gliders, PDVs, and a heterogeneous
team. Finally, in Sect. VII, we draw the main conclusions.

III. BASIC M ODEL A SSUMPTIONS
The task allocation framework proposed in this work is
based on certain basic assumptions. The assumptions are: 1)
it is assumed that the object about which information is to
be obtained is present in the region of interest; 2) a virtual
sphere known as the object sphere of radius r [m], as shown
in Fig. 1, is assumed around the target object; 3) a concentric
virtual sphere known as constellation sphere of radius R [m]
is assumed around the object such that R > r; 4) the radius of
the constellation sphere is limited by the maximum distance
from which the sensors fitted on the AUVs can acquire data
efficiently, which is denoted as Rmax ; note that the minimum
distance is the distance that should be maintained between the
AUV and the object to avoid collision; 5) all the AUVs in the
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II. R ELATED W ORK
The research done in the field of multi AUV coordination
for critical missions has been limited. In [20], the authors study
how a team of AUVs can act as a recoverable, reconfigurable
array or form a polyhedral structure for monitoring a region
of interest in time and space. In [3], the authors present a
model for decentralized control of platoons and emphasize the
need for efficient communication among participating AUVs.
In [4], the authors propose a coordination framework based on
estimation theory and potential distribution for directing the
robots to target locations. In [7], the authors propose multi
AUV control based on Virtual Bodies and Artificial Potentials
(VBAP). In [18], the authors propose an acoustic network for
communication, control, and navigation of gliders. We observe
that none of the above mentioned work considers the criticality
of the mission in the sense of time and reliability; most of the
research until date has focused, in fact, on passive monitoring
and sampling missions. We also observe that no work until
date considers PDVs and gliders to form a heterogeneous
team.
Extensive research has been done on the area of localization,
coordination, and task allocation for terrestrial robots [24],
[9], [1], [21], but the work has been very limited for AUVs.
In [25], the authors propose a decentralized coordination
approach based on individual prioritization schemes. In [6],
the authors propose a probabilistic coordination approach that
simultaneously considers cost to reach the target point and
utility of the target point. It was observed that coordination
algorithms for terrestrial robots are communication intensive,
i.e., require large bandwidth, and heavily rely on GPS tracking.
Compared to terrestrial environment, underwater the available
bandwidth is low, channel is noisy, bit rate is very low,
packet loss is high, and GPS tracking is available only at the
surface [2]. Hence, AUVs need specially designed algorithms
that strictly adhere to the limitations and impairments of
underwater acoustic communications.
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Fig. 1.

Constellation formation to capture object information.

constellation form a symmetric polyhedral structure known as
constellation polyhedron, as shown in Fig. 1; all the vertices
of the polyhedron lay on the constellation sphere such that
they are evenly distributed on the surface; 6) each AUV is
assigned a unique optimum position on the constellation sphere
so as to avoid collision between any two AUVs; 7) each AUV
is equipped with acoustic modems for underwater wireless
communication; 8) each AUV has enough computing power
and memory to solve the optimization problem; 9) a Mission
Observer Ship (MOS), which is capable of i) collecting and
relaying the acquired information to the base station and
ii) communicating with the deployed AUVs using acoustic
underwater communication, is assumed to be present near the
deployment region, as shown in Fig. 2; or, the AUVs are
assumed to have knowledge about the mission and are waiting
for an event to occur; 10) the base station is assumed to be
located far from the region of interest and can communicate
only with the MOS via satellite communications; 11) each
AUV taking part in the mission knows its approximate distance from the target object.
IV. M ISSION C RITICAL N ETWORKING
The success or failure of the mission depends on sharing
the time-critical information between the AUVs deployed. The
task allocation and team formation process involve sharing
of information about the positions of AUVs, ocean currents,
available energy, onboard available sensors, type of vehicle,
i.e., PDV or glider. This critical information, mandatory to
form the team, is shared using underwater acoustic communication.
Formation of an optimal team to accomplish the mission
involves five phases: Phase I involves MOS broadcasting
mission details to the AUVs deployed near the target object
based on geocasting mechanism; Phase II is the election
of a collector AUV from AUVs deployed near the target
object based on geocasting of the data; Phase III consists of
finding the AUVs available to be part of the team; Phase IV
involves solving the optimization problem; Phase V consists
of geocasting the output of the optimization problem in order
to inform the AUVs in the geocasting region of their selection
as part of the optimal team; Phase VI aims at achieving vehicle
self-localization via exchange of position information. The
timing diagram for the first five phases is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. MOS receiving mission details from base station via satellite and
broadcasting these mission details to the deployed AUVs.

As localization is assumed to be a part of trajectory planning
problem, it is not considered in the timing diagram.
Phase I: Broadcast of mission details to deployed AUVs.
Objective and requirements of the mission are conceived at
the base station. The data is relayed to the MOS via satellite
communications, as shown in Fig. 2. MOS broadcasts the
message in the region where the AUVs are deployed, as shown
in Fig. 2. The time taken by the broadcast message containing
the mission details to reach the AUVs is dependent on the
propagation delay Tp = dsd /c [s] and the transmission delay
Tr = lpkt /Xsd [s], as shown in Fig. 3, where dsd [m] is the
distance between the sender and the receiver, c [m/s] is the
velocity of sound underwater, lpkt [bits] is the length of the
packet, and Xsd [bps] is the transmission rate. The underwater
channel presents communication challenges such as limited
bandwidth, heavy multipath and fading, propagation delay that
is five orders of magnitude higher than in terrestrial radio
frequency communication and variable, high bit error rate and
temporary loss of connectivity [2]. Transmission loss in an
underwater channel is described by the Urick’s propagation
model, T LD (d, fo ) = 20 · log(d) + β(fo ) · d [23], where
T LD (d, fo ) [dB] is the deterministic transmission loss of a
narrow band acoustic signal with a center frequency of fo
[kHz] experienced along a distance d [m] and β(fo ) [dB/m]
represents the medium absorption coefficient and quantifies
the dependency of transmission loss on frequency band. The
statistical transmission loss model of the channel is developed
2
in [16]. To model the statistical loss T Lij (tk ) = T LD
ij · ρwh ,
the water body where the AUVs are deployed is assumed to
be a parallelepiped and is divided into cubes w, h, etc., each
with side Sc [m], which is taken as coherence distance. A
matrix Ψ(tk ) = [ρwh ] is formed, such that it stores the value
of random variable ρ with unit-mean Rayleigh distribution, to
account for statistical attenuation in the channel from cube
w and h. The subscripts i and j are sending and receiving
AUVs respectively, w and h are the cubes where i and j
are located respectively, while ρ is an element in the matrix
Ψ at time tk that is recomputed every Tc [s], which is the
coherence time of the channel. Special properties of matrix
Ψ are: i) ρww = 1 (transmission loss within the coherence

distance), ii) ρwh = ρhw , i.e., link asymmetry, iii) Ψ is
memory less, i.e., Ψ(tk+1 ) does not depend on Ψ(tk ). This
model takes into consideration the spatio-temporal variation
and link asymmetry, which are peculiar characteristics of the
underwater acoustic channel, and accounts for the worst-case
scenario where the channel is in ‘saturated conditions’, i.e., it
is affected by heavy multipath (e.g., in shallow water - where
the depth is less than 100m).
Phase II and III: Election of collector and selection of the
available set of AUVs to be used as input in the optimization
problem. A collector AUV, selected from the deployed set,
collects the information from all the other deployed AUVs
and solves the optimization problem to select the best possible
team for the mission. Once an AUV receives the mission
details from the MOS, it starts a hold-off timer, after the end
of which it will broadcast a message to inform all the other
AUVs deployed in the region of its role as collector, as shown
in Fig. 2. The concept of neighbor is defined statistically. If
an AUV receives 85% of the packets from another AUV, the
latter is assumed to be its one-hop neighbor [16]. The collector
election is implemented by the geocasting mechanism. The
collector once elected starts collecting information required to
solve the optimization problem by geocasting CollectorInfoPkt
to all the AUVs present in the geocasting region.
Geocasting in wireless sensor and adhoc networks is the
delivery of a message from a source to all the nodes in a
geographical region [12], [13]. Dissemination of query inside
the geographical region is defined by the sender. Geocasting
can be achieved by ‘selectively’ flooding the network so as to
reach all the nodes in the geocast region. In the proposed
geocasting protocol, we leverage the shape of the geocast
region using the information included in the transmitted query
packet. Assuming the geocast region to be cylindrical, the
surface station includes the following information about the
geocast region in the query packet: the geographical coordinates of the center ‘Cg ’ of the geocast region, vector
→
−
L along the longest side of the geocast region and passing
through the center, radius ‘rg ’ of the cylindrical region, as
→
−
shown in Fig. 4. If si is the vector from the sender ‘s’ to the
receiver ‘i’ of the CollectorInfoPkt packet, the projection of
→
−
→
−
the vector si along vector L is given by,
→
−
L
→
−
dsi = si · −
(1)
→
L
A node receiving the query packet determines if it resides
in the geocast region, with the help of the above information
transmitted in the query packet, and knowledge of its own
geographical location. Every node inside the geocast region
that receives the packet will follow this protocol for query
dissemination inside the region. Conversely, if a node resides
outside the geocast region, it discards it.
Consider the shape of the geocast region as shown in the
Fig. 4. Let us assume that the query packet enters the geocast
region through node A. Node A will then broadcast a short
ENFORCE packet; immediately after, node A will transmit the
query packet. The ENFORCE packet alerts the nodes that a
query packet is to be expected after a certain interval of time;
due to this, the nodes that want to transmit data defer their
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transmissions accordingly. Also, as the ENFORCE packet is
short, the probability of packet collision is low. On receiving
the query packet for the first time, nodes E, D, C, and B
geocast
, a uniform random variable in
start a hold-off timer, Thold
geocast
[0, 2Thold−mean ], where Thold−mean is given by,
geocast
= (1 −
Thold−mean



Rmax − dsi
0

φsi
dsi
·τ +
),
Rm ax
c

(2)

if Rmax ≥ dsi
if Rmax < dsi ,
→
−
where dsi is the projection of the vector si along the vector
→
−
L passing through ‘s’. The idea is to give higher priority to
nodes having a greater value of dsi so that the query packet
quickly penetrates the length of the geocast region. From Fig.
4 one can see that node C will have the smallest hold-off timer
Φsi =

as compared to other receiving nodes. Once node C’s holdoff timer expires, it broadcasts the packet. A node, while still
being in the hold-off state, will wait to overhear transmissions
from all directions except from the sender’s direction. The
node that fails to overhear from any one of these directions will
decide to be a forwarding node. A non-forwarding node simply
stops its hold-off timer, whereas forwarding node broadcasts
the packet once the hold-off timer expires.
A node that does not receive the query packet, but receives
the ENFORCE packet, informs other nodes that it did not
receive the query packet by sending a short NACK packet.
Before transmitting a NACK, the node waits for a duration of
NACK-hold-off timer given by,
geocast
TNgeocast
ACK−hold−of f = Thold−max +

C
B

Fig. 4.

t

Time critical networking for the formation of optimal team of AUVs.

Rmax
+ tQ
d,
c

(3)

where tQ
d is the transmission delay for the NACK.
In Fig. 4, it can be seen that node F will transmit a NACK.
The NACK hold-off timer ensures that node F waits long
enough to overhear the transmission from a forwarding node
in the neighborhood - if any. If node F is not able to overhear
before the NACK-hold off timer expires, it will transmit the
NACK and start a NACK-timeout timer given by,
Rmax
+ TrQ .
(4)
c
A node that receives the NACK will respond with probn
, where ‘n’ is the number of NACK’s
ability P (N ) = n+2
received. A node that receives the highest number of NACKs
will have a higher probability to respond. If a node does not get
the packet during the NACK timeout period, it will retransmit
the NACK.
This geocast protocol is used by the collector AUV to
acquire data from all the other AUVs deployed in the geocast
region. The center of the geocast region is the same as the
center of the target object when underwater currents are not
TN ACK−timeout = 2
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considered. In the presence of underwater currents, the geocast
region can be shifted in the direction opposite to direction of
current so as to include maximum number of AUVs traveling
in the direction of current, which may lead to a more energyefficient solution. If one- or two-hop neighbor knowledge is
considered, the time for data collection at collector can be
reduced drastically; finding out the optimality of the protocol
assuming one- or two-hop neighbor knowledge is left for
future research.
Phase IV and V: Solving the task optimization problem
and geocasting mission details. The optimization problem
formulated in Sect. V is solved by the collector AUV. The optimization problem chooses the best possible set of networked
AUVs to accomplish the critical mission. As the optimization
problem is substantially complex and involves many variables,
the time to solve it depends on the processing power of the
AUV. The computing power available on the AUV is limited
as it is shared for controlling the AUV, processing sensor
information, and solving the optimization problem. Hence, it
may take more time to solve the problem than on a computer
dedicated for such a task. After the optimization problem is
solved the AUVs selected in the team are informed about the
mission details, which are geocast by the collector AUV. If an
AUV that is not selected in the team receives the message, it
discards it.
Phase VI: Localization. Once selected in the team, the
AUVs localize themselves with respect to the rest of the
team. A simple localization approach based on dead reckoning
and acoustic communication is used in this work. Dead
reckoning is a navigation system that uses readings from
compass, depth sensor, and speed sensor together to calculate
the current position with respect to the initial position where
GPS information was available. It is prone to error due to the
drift caused by underwater currents and it adds cumulatively
with time. To improve the accuracy of dead reckoning we
propose a simple geocasting-based feedback mechanism. The
AUV geocasts a query asking for the coordinates of the
adjacent AUVs selected as a part of the team. Response from
at least one neighbor is required for team size greater than
one. Based on the response time and velocity of sound in
water, the broadcasting AUV knows its distance from the
responding AUV. Broadcasting AUV uses this distance and
coordinates of the responding AUV obtained in the response
to the query to find its coordinates using standard Euclidean
distance. The broadcasting AUV compares this position with
its dead reckoning system reading and computes the error,
which is fed back to dead reckoning calculator to increase its
accuracy.
Note that the time taken to implement Phase I to Phase
V reduces the actual time available for the mission. Hence,
selecting a large geocasting region is not always a good choice
as more time may be spent on communication and solving the
task allocation problem, which may make accomplishing the
mission impossible in the allotted time.
V. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this section we formulate the mathematical models for
the formation of the optimal team to accomplish the mission.

The objective function has the aim to either optimize energy
or to optimize time depending on the mission requirements.
The objective function for optimizing energy has three subcategories: i) maximize the available energy of the team of
AUVs after the mission, ii) minimize the energy required by
the team of AUVs to complete the mission, and iii) maximize
the minimum available energy of AUV that is part of the
team, which in turn maximizes the life time of the team, while
respecting the time bound δ [s] for the mission. Conversely,
the objective function to optimize time aims at minimizing
the time required to complete the entire mission even at the
cost of a higher energy expenditure. In this section, we first
formulate the problem for only gliders, then for only PDVs,
and finally for both PDVs and gliders together (heterogenous
team). The optimization problem proposed in this work is
focused on maximizing the available energy of the team after
the completion of mission as the energy saved can be used to
transmit the data collected from the target object to the MOS.
A. Effect of Underwater Currents on Optimization Problem
Underwater currents are caused due to small streams and
rivulets inside the water body. Due to underwater currents the
solution of the optimization problem is affected drastically.
The problem, in fact, cannot be considered localized in the
presence of underwater currents. Underwater currents can
make involving an AUV that is aligned with the direction of
current but far from the target object beneficial; conversely,
an AUV close to target object but facing opposite to current
may be not the best choice to be part of the team. The drift
would push the AUV aligned with the current forward, and
it would need same or lower energy to travel at an increased
speed. In contrast, an AUV traveling opposite to the current
has to spend more energy to overcome the force of current,
even to travel at its normal speed. It is assumed that under
ideal case ocean current does not change with depth and are
→
−
present only in the horizontal plane [17]. The force F c acting
on an AUV due to underwater current is given as,
→
−
→
−
−
→
F c = Cc σAAUV · ( V c − V AUV ),

(5)
−
→
where Vc [m/s] is the horizontal velocity of underwater
→
−
current, V AUV [m/s] is the horizontal velocity of the AUV,
AAUV [m2 ] is the cross-sectional area of the AUV, σ is
a constant dependent on the shape of the AUV through
Cc = 721.1 [Ns/m3 ].
B. Buoyancy-driven Gliders
In this section we consider that the AUVs deployed are only
gliders. The optimization problem is formulated to maximize
the available energy for the team of gliders. Based on the
assumptions in Sect. III, the aim is to find the optimal number
of gliders to form a team based on the objective function to
accomplish the mission respecting the time bound δ [s].
We also analyze the dynamics of the glider and evaluate
the effect of ocean currents on the task optimization problem.
From Sec. V-A, it is assumed that under ideal case ocean
currents do not change with depth [17], and gliders move in
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a sawtooth trajectory as sketched in Fig. 5. The forces acting
on the glider, as shown in Fig. 5, are
−
→
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
F total = F w + F b + F c + F drag + F lif t ,
(6)
→
−
→
where F w = ρglider volglider · −
g is the weight force,
which depends on the density ρglider [kg/m3 ] and volume
volglider [m3 ] of the glider and on the terrestrial gravitation
→
−
→
g [m/s2 ][10]; F b = ρwater volglider · −
g is the buoyant force
due to Archimedes’ principle, which is equal to the weight
of the displaced fluid by the glider, where ρwater = 1050
→
−
[kg/m3 ] represents the average density of salty water, F c =
→
−
→
−
CσAg · ( V c − V g ) is the force of current as defined in (5),
→
−
V g is the horizontal velocity of the glider and Ag is the cross
→
−
→
−
sectional area of the glider, F drag = 12 ρwater Cdrag (θ)Ag · V 2g
→
−
→
−
is the drag force, and F lif t = 12 ρwater Clif t (θ)Ag · V 2g is
the lift force; these forces are proportional to the square of
→
−
velocity of the glider V g [m/s], cross-sectional area of the
2
glider Ag [m ], and the density of the salty water through the
constants Cdrag and Clif t , respectively, which are dependent
on the angle of dive θ.
The power required to move the glider is equivalent to the
product of force required to counterbalance the force in (6)
and move at velocity Vg . The glider moves in a sawtooth
trajectory, which is unique as compared to other underwater
vehicles. This has the advantage of conserving engine power
as it needs energy only to climb, but it makes the model
very complicated. Glider requires more power to climb as
compared to dive, as it has to pump out water to travel at
velocity Vg . Hence, in the mathematical model we consider
only the power required to climb. It is assumed for simplicity
that the glider dives at a constant angle, hence, the horizontal
distance covered in one dive or climb can be calculated using
distcov = tan(θ) · (depthf l − depthgl ), where distcov is the
horizontal distance covered by the glider diving at an angle
θ and is present at depth depthgl with respect to the surface,
and depthf l is the average depth of the sea floor in the given
region. It is assumed that the glider starts and ends the mission
with a dive. Depending on the horizontal distance the glider
is required to cover, the number of dives and climbs can be
trav
calculated using Nclimbs = 12 dist
distcov , where Nclimbs is the
number of times the glider climbs in traveling a total distance
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of disttrav [km]. The glider engine is on for the time Tpump
required to pump out the water, which is of the order of
minutes. From Nclimbs , the number of times the glider climbs
is known and, hence, the total time for which the engine is
‘on’ can be calculated using Ton = Nclimbs · Tpump , where
Ton is the total time for which the pump operates during the
mission and Tpump is the time the pump needs to be on for
one climb at velocity Vg .
In the following, for the sake of clarity, we introduce the
notations for construction of our mathematical model for
gliders. P osig (xig , ygi , zgi ) is the initial position of glider g
in the deployment region, P osfg (xfg , ygf , zgf ) is the optimum
position f on the constellation sphere of the glider g around
the target object, Co (xo , yo , zo ) is the center of the object
sphere with radius r and zf l [km] is the depth of the ocean
floor from the surface assuming the sea bed to be uniform.
P M [W] is the power required to run the buoyancy engine.
G is the set of gliders deployed in the region; every glider g
is its element and Xg is a binary vector determining which
gliders are selected in the team for the mission. TgM [hr] is the
time glider g requires to move a certain distance at horizontal
velocity Vgef f [km/hr], TgΩ [hr] is the time required to collect
data from the target object by the respective glider, Ton [hr]
is the time for which the buoyancy engine is ‘on’ and it is
determined by the velocity Vg of the glider, Tpump [hr] is
the time for which the buoyancy engine is ‘on’ for one climb
and T T otal [hr] is the time the team of gliders will take to
complete the mission. EgM [J] is the energy required by the
glider g to move from initial position to the optimum position,
EgΩ [J] is the energy required by the glider to move around
the target object to acquire data and EgAv [J] is the energy
available to the glider before the start of the mission. δ [hr] is
the total time bound to complete the mission. α [degrees] is
the angle that a glider makes with the direction of underwater
current.
Now, we introduce a specific framework that presents a
mathematical model that takes into consideration the initial
position of the deployed gliders, optimum position of the
gliders in the constellation, size of the object, time bound for
the mission, energy of the gliders participating in optimization
problem before the start of mission, and the angle made by
each participating glider with the direction of ocean current.
The velocity of gliders has a very limited range of variation as
compared to that of PDVs; hence, in this mathematical model
we assume the velocity of all gliders to be constant.
The problem is formulated as a Mixed Integer Non Linear
Program (MINLP). The objective of the problem is to maximize the available energy after the completion of the mission
while respecting the time bound δ.
Multi-glider Task Optimization Problem
Given :

P osig , Co , G, PgM , Rmin , Rmax ,
δ, Vg , Ton , Ftotal , α, EgAV , Tpump , Vc

Find :
Maximize :
Subject to :

P osfg ∗ , Xg∗ , R∗ [Rmin , Rmax ]

AV
− (EgM + EgΩ )] · Xg
gG [Eg
M
EgM = P M · Ton
;

(7)
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PgM = Ftotal · Vgef f ;

(8)

Vgef f = |Vg · cos(α)| + |Vc |;

(xfg − xo )2 + (ygf − yo )2
M
· Tpump ;
Ton =
tan(θ)(zf l − zo )

(xfg − xo )2 + (ygf − yo )2
M
Tg =
;
Vgef f

(9)

Ω
EgΩ = PgΩ · Ton
;
Ω
Ton
=

T T otal =

1+

2·π·R
Vgef f

|G|

TgM
g=1 ( TgΩ

|G|

Xg
g=1 TgΩ

(13)
(14)

;
) · Xg

(11)
(12)

2·π·R
· Tpump ;
tan(θ)(ztotal − zo )
TgΩ =

(10)

≤ δ;

[(xfg − xo )2 + (ygf − yo )2 + (zgf − zo )2 ] · Xg = R2 ;

Xg ≥ 1;

(15)
(16)
(17)

gG



Xg ≤ |G|.

(18)

gG

Eq. (7) determines the energy the glider requires to operate
its buoyancy engine while pumping out the water and to travel
at a horizontal velocity Vgef f , where Vg is assumed to be
constant as it does not vary over a wide range as compared
to AUVs. Eq. (8) determines the power required to operate
the buoyancy engine and to generate a total force equivalent
to Ftotal so to maintain a horizontal velocity Vgef f . Eq. (9)
determines the effective horizontal velocity of the glider Vgef f
when the glider makes an angle α with the direction of
underwater current. Constraint (10) determines the total time
for which the buoyancy engine will operate when the glider
moves from its initial position to its optimum position. This
is calculated as a product of Nclimbs and Tpump . Eq. (11)
determines the time required by the glider to travel from its
initial position to its optimum position at velocity Vgef f . Eq.
(12) determines the energy that the glider requires to move
when it is acquiring the target object data. As the energy to
operate the sensors and collect data is small compared to
the energy to move, the dominant energy to move around
the object is considered. Eq. (13) determines the total time
for which the buoyancy engine will be on during the data
acquisition from the target object. Eq. (14) determines the
total time required to acquire the data from the object by a
single glider; this is the time the glider would need to acquire
the data as it will hop from one optimal position to another
on the constellation polyhedron. Constraint (15) determines
the total time the team of gliders will take to complete the
mission and assures that this time be less than or equal to
the given time bound δ; this is a very important constraint as
it is a modification of the assumption that all gliders start
scanning the object simultaneously. In this task allocation

framework, we consider that if a glider arrives at the object
it will start acquiring data - even before the other gliders in
the team arrive; hence, the actual work to be done for the
joining gliders is less than what they would have shared if
all of them had arrived simultaneously. This constraint is the
backbone for critical missions as it ensures that even if the
focus is on minimizing the available energy there will be no
compromise on time to complete the mission. For derivation of
constraint (15), see the appendix. Constraint (16) puts bounds
on the distance between the center of the object sphere and
the optimal position of the gliders selected in the team such
that all gliders lay on the constellation sphere. Constraint (17)
assures that at least one gliders is always selected to form a
team for the mission. Constraint (18) assures that the total
number of gliders selected for the mission does not exceed
the cardinality of the set G.
C. Propeller-driven AUVs (PDVs)
There is a fundamental difference in the operation of PDVs
and gliders. While gliders travel in sawtooth trajectory, there
is no constraint on the trajectory of PDVs, i.e., they can travel
in straight line, circular path, or a sawtooth trajectory. PDVs
are capable of changing their velocity over a broad range but
at the cost of some extra energy; hence, they are considered in
→
−
this work to have variable velocity. The sum of forces F total
acting on the PDV are same as those acting on a glider, as
given in (6). The task optimization model for PDVs and gliders
is same except for one constraint, which is the power needed to
move. We replace the power to move in (8), in the optimization
problem for gliders, with the following,
M
].
PaM = [ζFtotal · Vaef f + Pmin

(19)

Eq. (19) determines the power required for a PDV to propel
itself. Unlike gliders, PDVs require their propellers to be on
for the full length of the mission. The power consists of two
M
[W], which is the power required by the onboard
terms, Pmin
electronics and the propeller control system, and ζFtotal ·Vaef f
[W], which is a nonlinear term that varies according to velocity
Vaef f of the PDV.
D. Heterogenous Set of Vehicles (Gliders and PDVs)
In this section we assume that the deployed set of AUVs
consist of PDVs and gliders. This makes the optimization
problem more complex as the energy consumed by gliders
is less than that of PDV; on the other hand, PDVs can move
faster than gliders. There is a speed/energy tradeoff between
PDVs and gliders, respectively. The notation and mathematical
models have been already introduced for the gliders in Sect.
V-B and in Sect. V-C for PDVs. For heterogenous deployment,
the constraints that change are the total time for the mission,
the minimum size, and the maximum size of the team given
by,

T T otal

|G| T M
|A| T M
1 + [ g=1 ( TgΩ ) · Xg + a=1 ( TaΩ ) · Xa ]
g
a
=
≤ δ,
|G| Xg |A| Xa
[ g=1 T Ω + a=1 T Ω ]
g
a
(20)
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gG

Xg +

gG

Xg +





Xa ≥ 1,

(21)

aA

Xa ≤ |A| + |G|.

10

(22)

aA

Constraint (20) is a combination of constraint (15) for
gliders and an equivalent constraint for PDVs. It assures that
time taken by the gliders and PDVs together to complete the
mission will be less than the time bound δ. Heterogenous
team is the most practical case for time and energy critical
missions like rescue of drowning nuclear powered submarine.
Gliders have the advantage of being energy efficiency, while
PDVs offer the advantage of high speed and maneuverability.
Together the two types of vehicles form a potent and flexible
combination to accomplish critical missions efficiently in
terms of both time and energy. The PDVs act as the action
force or first responders, while the gliders act as sentinels and
provide peripheral functionalities. Constraint (21) assures that
the minimum number of AUVs in the heterogenous team is
one. In extreme case, the AUV chosen may be either a glider
or a PDV. Constraint (22) assures that the maximum number
of AUVs chosen is less than or equal to the total available
AUVs, i.e., the number of PDVs plus gliders deployed.
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
framework. The optimization problem is implemented using
M AT LAB  and solved using fmincon non-linear optimization solver. The AUVs are initially randomly deployed in the
3D underwater region. The parameter values for the glider are
set as: the power to operate the buoyancy engine of the glider
is 940 W, velocity of the gliders is 6.4 km/hr, Cn has a
value of 4, the time for which the buoyancy engine needs to
be on to move at a horizontal velocity of 6.4 km/hr is 0.15 hr
[20]. The parameter values for the PDVs are set as: the power
to operate the propeller engine is 2000 W, velocity varies
from 2 to 10 km/hr [5]. The velocity of PDVs is dependent
on various non-linear factors like drag force, friction of the
motor, etc.; hence, the value of non-linear component ζ is set
to 0.005. We consider a 10 × 10 × 0.2 km3 3D underwater
region for the deployment of the gliders and AUVs, which is
similar to the region off the coast of New Jersey. The object
is placed in the center of the region whose coordinates are
(5, 5, 0.1) km and diameter of 0.08 km.
In Sect. VI-A, we evaluate the tradeoff between the size of
geocasting region and optimality of the solution and its effect
on mission critical networking. In Sect. VI-B, we analyze how
underwater currents affect the choice of geocasting region. In
Sect. VI-C, we analyze how underwater currents affect the
localized nature of the optimization problem. Finally, In Sect.
VI-D, we compare the energy efficiency of a team of gliders
with a team of PDVs for a given mission length δ.
A. Tradeoff Between Size of Geocast Region and Optimality
of the Solution
In this section, we compare the size of the geocast region from which the AUVs are selected with respect to
the time required for inter-vehicular communication. The

Number of AUVs chosen in the
team from the geocasting region
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Fig. 6. Number of vehicles available to take part in optimization problem
is shown against length of vector L of geocasting region.

collector needs to collect information from all the AUVs
present in the geocast region. The AUVs that are successful
in establishing communication with the collector are selected
to participate in the optimization problem. Communication
involves exchange of information about the position, available
energy, their orientation with respect to underwater current,
and velocity of underwater current at each AUV. This interAUV communication time for exchanging information in turn
reduces the total time available to accomplish the mission.
The communication is implemented based on the geocasting
protocol described in Sect. IV. For missions with small time
bound this communication overhead can make accomplishing
mission impossible.
To observe the actual effect of the size of the geocast
region on the optimization problem, underwater currents are
not considered in this section. As the size of the geocasting
region goes on increasing, more AUVs are available for the
mission and this increases the time for collecting the data and
solving the optimization problem at the collector. In Fig. 6, we
observe that the the number of AUVs available to take part in
the optimization problem increases with the size of geocasting
region. From Fig. 7, we observe that the time required for the
AUVs to communicate with the collector increases with the
size of the geocasting region.
From Fig. 8, we observe that the available energy of the
team after the mission is the highest when the number of
vehicles in the team is five. Now, when the team size is six,
suddenly the mission is not feasible. This is due to the fact
that time for collecting information from six AUVs causes
a communication overhead, which reduces the time available
for the mission. It also increases the time required for solving
the optimization problem, which in turn reduces the time
available for completing the mission and suddenly - even with
higher number of vehicles sharing the workload - the mission
becomes infeasible.
Hence, choosing a larger region is not always the best solution as it causes a large communication overhead, increases the
time to solve the optimization problem, and can make finding
the solution to the problem impossible due to insufficient
time to complete the mission. Depending on the urgency and
time limit for the mission, the algorithm proposed in this
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work chooses an appropriate number of AUVs in the given
geocasting region to find a feasible and an optimal solution.
Other important factor dictating the choice of geocasting
region is the effect of underwater currents, which is considered
in Sect. VI-B.

Max distance from the center of the object in [km]

Available energy of the team
after the completion of the mission in [MJ]
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Fig. 9. PDF of AUVs chosen against the angle α made by them with the
under water current.
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Fig. 10. Maximum distance from which AUVs are selected in the team is
plotted against the size of the team.

target object from where the current is flowing rather than
choosing it symmetrically about it.
C. Localized Nature of the Task Allocation Problem

B. Effect of Underwater Currents on Choice of the Geocasting
Region
In this section, we analyze how underwater currents affect
the choice of the geocasting region. As mentioned in Sect.
IV, the ideal center for choosing the geocasting region is
the center of target object. The geocasting region is chosen
symmetrically about the target object in absence of underwater
currents; however, when underwater currents are considered,
this is not the most efficient choice. From Fig. 9, we observe
that a higher number of AUVs facing the direction of current,
i.e., deviating by a small angle α from the direction of
underwater currents, are chosen to be a part of the team.
Energy is conserved by these AUVs, as they use the force of
current to drift along with it, at an increased speed, increasing
the energy and time efficiency of the mission. Hence, it is
beneficial to chose a geocasting region on that side of the

The task allocation problem is localized when underwater
currents are not considered. In absence of underwater currents
the medium is uniform and all the AUVs have same forces
acting on them. Hence, all the AUVs spend same amount of
energy to overcome this force. From Fig. 10, we observe that
the value of the maximum distance from which an AUV is
selected to form an optimal team is almost constant as the
size of the team goes on increasing.
In contrast, we can observe in Fig. 11 that in the presence
of underwater currents the distances from which the AUVs are
selected are not constant and vary according to the deployment
and underwater current patterns. In Fig. 9, we see that most of
the AUVs selected in the team are the ones that have the lower
value for angle α. Thus, it can be inferred from the results
that the optimization problem in presence of underwater
currents is not a localized problem. Hence, the solution of the
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of underwater current.

optimization problem obtained by considering only a subset
of AUVs out of all the deployed AUVs is always suboptimal.
In Sects. VI-A and VI-B, we have seen that it is not always
possible to consider the entire region of deployment for the
optimization problem as it can make the problem infeasible
to solve. Hence, the framework proposed provides a solution
that is suboptimal but always feasible.
In Fig. 12, we observe that the available energy for the
team of AUVs does not have linear relationship with the size
of the team when underwater currents are considered, as in
the case of no underwater currents shown in Fig. 8. This
can be attributed to the fact that, when moving along with
the underwater current, the AUVs tend to use the force of
the current to propel themselves at a higher speed but using
lower energy. This reduces the energy consumption drastically.
Hence, in a real scenario where underwater currents are
present, the team with maximum feasible number of AUVs
is not always the best one.
D. Energy Comparison Based on Time Bound for the Mission
In this section, we analyze how the available energy of
the team of gliders and PDVs varies with the time bound

5

10
15
Time bound Delta in hours

20

25

Fig. 14. Relationship between the energy in MJ of gliders vs. the time
bound for the mission δ.

δ. In Fig. 13, we observe that, as the length of the mission
goes on increasing (time bound), the energy required by the
team of only gliders and only PDVs for the same mission
differs. Specifically, the energy of the team of only gliders
is comparatively less than that required by the team of only
PDVs. PDVs are time efficient as compared to the gliders as
we can see from the graph the infeasible region for team of
PDVs is much smaller than the infeasible region for team of
gliders. As the time bound goes on increasing and approaches
the feasible region of gliders, the energy difference between
the glider team and PDV team is drastic. As seen from the
graph, the energy required by the team of 4 PDVs is about
2500 MJ more than that for a team of 4 gliders. Also, a team
of 5 PDVs can perform the same work as a team of 6 gliders in
less time, but it consumes a greater amount of energy, around
3500 MJ more than the team of 6 gliders. Hence, we can infer
from the plot that, as a mission length increases, the team of
gliders becomes much more energy efficient than the team of
PDVs in terms of energy.
From Fig. 14, it is observed that, as the mission length
goes on increasing, the energy of a team of gliders goes on
decreasing. This indicates that, as the mission length goes on
increasing, a larger team of gliders has almost the same energy
consumption as a smaller team (or even less). From Fig. 15,
it is observed that, as the mission length increases, the energy
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for the team of PDVs reaches a constant value. This is the
minimum energy required to keep the PDVs afloat and move.
Similar to the team of gliders, the energy difference between
the larger and the smaller team of PDVs differs by a marginal
value. In Fig. 13, we observe that the energy of the team of
gliders stabilizes at much lower level than that of the team of
PDVs. As the energy to scan is much less than that to travel,
we conclude that PDVs spend more energy in traveling and
keeping themselves afloat at a particular level than gliders. In
the case of gliders, the energy to scan is more dominant. This
implies that the PDVs as a team consume a very large amount
of energy as compared to a team of gliders to travel towards
the object. This is where the energy efficiency of gliders has its
advantage over PDVs in saving energy and cost. Ideally for an
infinite time bound, only a single glider would be selected, so
that the energy of team would be minimum. The optimization
algorithm is run centrally on the computer of one of the glider
or a PDV. As the time bound goes on decreasing, the solution
of the optimization problem involves more and more vehicles
in the proximity of the target object. Hence, an heterogenous
team consisting of PDVs and gliders fitted with a variety of
sensors would provide a best possible solution in terms of
energy and time efficiency. For mission with long distance
and mission length, a team with more gliders is preferred,
whereas for a mission with long distance and smaller mission
length a team with more PDVs is preferred.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a framework that allows to form an optimal team based on task allocation for networked Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) capable of accomplishing critical
missions. The team formed as a result of this task allocation
framework is the subset of all deployed AUVs that is best
suited to accomplish the mission while adhering to the mission
constraints. Through simulations, we showed the reliability
and the optimality of the results obtained using the proposed
framework. The framework was analyzed using four different
criteria, i) the effect of geocast region size on the solution
of the optimization problem with special consideration to
underwater acoustic communication overhead, ii) the effect
of underwater currents on the choice of geocast region, iii)

the effect of underwater current on the localized nature of
the problem which in turn also affects the choice of geocast
region, and iv) the comparison of energy efficiency of team of
only gliders with a team of only PDVs. The important conclusion is that the optimized solution derived is not only giving
the best possible solution, but also a feasible solution, which
can be obtained through distributed or localized heuristics. We
showed that a trade off exists between the time required for
underwater communication, solving the optimization problem,
and the feasibility of the solution. For missions with short
mission length a smaller geocast region with less number of
AUVs is a necessity. We finally show that task allocation for
networked AUVs in critical missions is based on the choice
of geocast region, its size, the number of AUVs present in the
region, and the time allotted to complete the mission.
A PPENDIX
The time constraint (15) can be derived as follows. Let T1Ω
[hr] be the time required by the first glider to perform the total
work Λ [MJ] to complete the mission; the glider rate of work
Ω
Ω
Ω
is κΩ
1 [MJ/hr]. Similarly, let T2 , T3 , · · · , TN be the time
Ω
required by the remaining N − 1 gliders and let κΩ
2 , κ3 , · · · ,
Ω
κN be their respective rate of work. Hence, we have,
Ω
Ω
T1Ω · κΩ
1 = Λ, · · · TN · κN = Λ, Λ = Λ1 + Λ2 + · · · + Λn .

Let T T otal be the total time required to complete the mission.
Hence,
T otal
T otal
= Λ 1 · · · κΩ
= ΛN ,
κΩ
1 ·T
N ·T

Λ=

Λ
T1Ω

T T otal ≤ δ,
· (T T otal − T1M ) + · · · +

Λ
TnΩ

· (T T otal − TnM ),

where T1M is the time to reach the target object, T T otal − T1M
is the time the first glider will work alone on the mission until
the second glider arrives. Rearranging the terms we obtain,

TiM
1+ N
i=1
TiΩ
T T otal =
≤ δ.
N 1
i=1 TiΩ
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